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Too Much Darkness
FR. THOMAS M. SANTA, CSSR
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hen people struggle with the scrupulous
disorder, most of the suffering, fear,
and anxiety they experience happens in
isolation. Scrupulosity is mostly an interior struggle,
seldom manifesting itself with easily identifiable
or observable mannerisms or behaviors. You can’t
tell if people are scrupulous by looking at them.
While some compulsions of obsessive-compulsive
disorder are identifiable, most of the suffering
associated with the disorder is personal. Only the
sufferer fully knows its debilitating nature.
People with the disorder often feel as if they are
isolated in darkness. They describe this feeling as
a “cloud” that perpetually engulfs them. They feel
the disorder constantly and uncomfortably, even in
the background of day-to-day living.
Scrupulosity demands constant attention and
can feel like a severe and unrelenting master. At
best, most people who suffer with the disorder
have learned to live with it. They hope it does not
get more pronounced or spill into other areas
of life. Relief does not exist, so any promises of
relief through activities like rituals are essentially
dead ends. For those who are religious, consistent
spiritual practices can help and at the same time be
debilitating.
It is difficult for the scrupulous to learn and
accept that some spiritual practices do not help
them. This is particularly true for those in the
Roman Catholic spiritual tradition, a religion with
many defined spiritual practices and disciplines
that people perceive as required or expected as a

sign of being a good Catholic. It is difficult to help
practicing Catholics with scrupulosity to identify
familiar spiritual practices and disciplines as barriers
to their spiritual growth and mental health.
It is common for scrupulous people to want to
take part in some Catholic practices and traditions
that do them more harm than good. They know
some common spiritual practices are harmful,
but they may think it is unfair to make such
practices off limits. For instance, practices that
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In addition to a spiritual practice of confession
increase personal isolation or focus too much on
and spiritual direction, it is good to know that regular
the examination of an individual’s life and choices
therapeutic counseling is essential and helpful.
are no good. Examples include sitting alone in the
Scrupulosity cannot be managed only on one front
back of a church, absenting yourself from the holy
but demands multiple interventions and directions
Communion line, and becoming preoccupied with
to make progress and to experience the potential
the ordinary disciplines of the Church during Advent
healing and relief that is desired.
and Lent to the point of obsession.
More good news is that major obstacles to the
Two seemingly harmless spiritual practices that
successful management of the scrupulous condition
do not help a scrupulous person are the examination
can be identified. One is generated
of conscience and the reception of
by the individual person and the
More good news
the sacrament of reconciliation in a
second by the pastoral-care person
darkened and isolated confessional.
is that major
who is essential to the caregiving and
They fail to help because they are
obstacles to
spiritual growth process.
intensely isolating, focusing too
The first obstacle, the person
the successful
much attention on what is missing
with
the disorder, often tries to
or imperfect in life. They stir up
management of
research and study his or her way
fears and anxieties about the past,
the scrupulous
out of scrupulosity. That common
and they disconnect the scrupulous
error is stubbornly pursued, resulting
condition can be
person through their anonymity
in confusion, disappointment, and
and vocalization in the darkness to
identified.
frustration. The second obstacle is
a blank wall or a screen. It should
an uninformed or underinformed
be no surprise that most scrupulous
confessor who falsely believes he or she understands
people report that their individual practice of the
sacrament of reconciliation is most often unsatisfying the disorder while remaining unaware of any
developments in the true understanding of the
and a source of more anxiety rather than the peace
disorder, insisting on “spiritual remedies” that
and the calming of the spirit that the sacramental
fall short of being effective. Unfortunately, such
practice intends and promises.
a confessor’s persistence is not at all helpful and
In a partial pastoral response to this dilemma,
dooms both the confessor and the scrupulous person
I recommend to scrupulous people that they seek
to unnecessary suffering and frustration.
the sacrament of reconciliation only in a communal
If you suffer with scrupulosity and intend to
setting such as at a liturgical service, where there is
learn how to manage the disorder, the pathway
a common examination of conscience and where
to healing is difficult but not impossible. As in any
the confession of sins is communally experienced.
healing process, there is the necessary patience that
If that is not possible, then a regular reception of the
sacrament of the anointing of the sick in a communal is required until the men and women who can be a
helpful part of your healing journey are identified and
setting is preferred. (Scrupulosity fulfills the
engaged.
requirements for participation in this sacrament.)
As in any healing journey, there will be false starts,
A second pastoral response I recommend is to
detours, and frustrating dead ends, but persistence
separate the confession of sin (sacrament) from
will pay off. A team of professional and pastoral
seeking pastoral advice and direction (spiritual
caregivers can be engaged who will help you. The
direction). The two spiritual practices are unique
personal conviction and determination to end the
and have different focuses and purposes. I have
self-isolation and the anonymity of a patient sufferer
also learned that a good confessor and a good
spiritual director are often not the same person. Both is the first and essential step. Move out of the
darkness and into the light. R
practices have their own skill sets and parameters.

Finding Faith through Doubt
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Two images or themes seem to affirm the role of doubt
in the journey of faith: the dark night of the soul and
the desert.
“The dark night of the soul” concept was introduced
by the mystic St. John of the Cross. Saint John
articulated a series of spiritual experiences that, to use
modern terminology, result in a suspension of ego. The
contemplative process at the spiritual stage can include
the desire to return to earlier, more blissful stages.
Interestingly, what St. John suggests can impede this
desire are what he calls “scruples”: “And although further
scruples may come to them—that they are wasting their
time, and that it would be well for them to do something
else, because they can neither do nor think anything in prayer—let them suffer these scruples and
remain in peace…” (Dark Night of the Soul, St. John of the Cross, translated by E. Allison Peers, Image
Books, 1959). Feeling as if my prayer life might be a waste of time certainly would seem to qualify as
a doubt. Saint John seems to be saying that, rather than resist the doubt, it should be accepted as a
necessary step of the journey.
Various writers have borrowed the term “dark night of the soul” to refer to more commonly
experienced “hard times” such as depression. Thomas More uses the term to describe a critical
spiritual disruption in one’s life: “A true dark night of the soul is not a surface challenge but a
development that takes you away from the joy of your ordinary life. An external event or an internal
mood strikes you at the core of your existence. This is not just a feeling but a rupture in your very
being…” (Dark Nights of the Soul, Gotham Books, 2004). Such events can sweep away our moorings.
That which we thought to be true now seems uncertain. This loss of certainty can be terrifying.
Another metaphor for a time of serious doubting is the desert. As Terry Tempest Williams
observed, there is no place to hide. “Every pilgrimage to the desert is a pilgrimage to the self”
(Refuge, Vintage, 1991). Perhaps that is why the desert is so important
an image that comes to mind in the journey of faith. Out there with
nothing to distract us, we can’t avoid our questions and our doubts.
To use an image, we really only fully understand and appreciate
light when we also have a concept of darkness. So it may be with faith.
We can only truly embrace and appreciate faith if we also taste the
fruit of doubt. There is first of all the psychological reality that what we
fear only becomes more powerful if we avoid it. But beyond that is the
reality that questions and doubts can enrich our faith, can help it to
mature. R
Adapted from Turtle on the Fencepost: Finding Faith through Doubt by Richard
Patterson, copyright 2012 (Liguori Publications, 822032). To order, visit Liguori.org
or call 800-325-9521.
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Q.

I live in a rural area of the country where
the spiritual resources available to me are
very limited. Are there resources that you would
recommend and that I might easily access?

A.

The single most helpful resource that I
recommend is this monthly newsletter,
Scrupulous Anonymous, which has been published
continuously for more than fifty years with
great pastoral care and concern. It is also free
of charge to subscribers. The archives of the
newsletter are available for your reference at
Scrupulousanonymous.org. The Facebook pages
of Understanding Scrupulosity and the companion
page Managing Scrupulosity are also very helpful.
The Facebook pages often link to other helpful
resources as they become available. Another
source is the book I wrote, which I updated in
2017, Understanding Scrupulosity: Questions and
Encouragement (Liguori Publications, 825279).
To purchase the book, please visit Liguori.org or
call 800-325-9521.

Q.

Am I imagining things or is one of the
benefits of the COVID-19 pandemic that we
have received a refresher course on how we might
be dispensed from spiritual obligations? Perhaps
it is not as difficult as I once believed.

A.

I agree with you. The dispensations routinely
offered by the bishops in response to the
pandemic have been far-reaching. In addition,
people have been and are encouraged to rely
on their own decision-making processes in the
application of announced
dispensations. I do not
think it would be an
exaggeration to also note
that they are encouraged
to be generous in their
application and to resist
the urge to apply them
rigidly. The pandemic has
been a life lesson for all
of us.

To manage your Scrupulous Anonymous newsletter subscription, please call 800-325-9521 or email Liguori@liguori.org.

Please help us continue Scrupulous
Anonymous and other Liguori
Publications ministries by making a taxdeductible donation or remembering
us in your will. Our legal title is
Redemptorist Fathers dba Liguori Publications, Federal
ID 43-0653409. To donate by credit card, please go to
ScrupulousAnonymous.org and click on Support the
Ministry. To donate by check, please use the enclosed
envelope or mail to Liguori Publications, One Liguori
Drive, Liguori, MO 63057.
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